Inner chromatogram projection (ICP) for resolution of GC-MS data with embedded chromatographic peaks.
The chromatographic peak located inside another peak in the time direction is called an embedded or inner peak in contradistinction with the embedding peak, which is called an outer peak. The chemical components corresponding to inner and outer peaks are called inner and outer components, respectively. This special case of co-eluting chromatograms was investigated using chemometric approaches taking GC-MS as an example. A novel method, named inner chromatogram projection (ICP), for resolution of GC-MS data with embedded chromatographic peaks is derived. Orthogonal projection resolution is first utilized to obtain the chromatographic profile of the inner component. Projection of the two-way data matrix columnwise-normalized along the time direction to the normalized profile of the inner component found is subsequently performed to find the selective m/z points, if they exist, which represent the chromatogram of the outer component by itself. With the profiles obtained, the mass spectra can easily be found by means of a least-squares procedure. The results for both simulated data and real samples demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of achieving satisfactory resolution performance not affected by the shapes of chromatograms and the relative positions of the components involved.